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"The human body may be the most beautiful point to us, both inside and away." --Nick & Brian
WolfeInside the Magical Globe of Bodypainting From fine art to fashion and from marketing to
competition, the world of bodypainting is huge and gorgeous.This book was inspired by the
World Champion artists Brian Wolfe, who succumbed in his fight against pancreatic cancer in
October 2013. A number of these performers have earned the coveted championship at the
Globe Bodypainting Festival and every one holds a particular place within this key, joyful world of
creativeness and art. It has brought together a massive creative community with years of history,
creativity and knowledge. With The Human Canvas you will get front row chairs to the pageantry
of mind-blowing pictures from accomplished artists all over the world. A portion of the arises
from this project will head to support Brian Wolfe's wife and youthful girl."Imagine a painter who
may create an image from an idea in the fullness of color, style and expression, and then
imagine this artist asking their canvas to sing, dance or scream. This event hosts the World
Bodypainting Championships and offers distinguished and encouraged the talent.Receiving
thousands of hours of broadcast time each year, the Globe Bodypainting Festival offers carried
this talent in to the consciousness of everyday people on almost every continent. With gorgeous
pictures and inside peeks in to the minds and processes of the artists, this book will inspire and
amaze you.About the World Bodypainting Festival The World Bodypainting Festival in Austria has
been among the driving forces in bodypainting over the past two decades." --Karala B.
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Amazing body art and amazing photography This book has incredible photos of absolutely
amazing body art. Bought it as something special and the recipient (a body painter) enjoys it.
Having also painted and participated, I believe these still photo’s express the amazing
‘performance art’ that's Body Painting.! If you're looking to start to see the most complete and
beautifully represented bodypainting artists nowadays you must have this book.! Just Brilliant.
The Human Canvas showcases a robust new talent, by profiling the work of artists from several
countries.!! Just brilliant! Very refreshing look at the art.. BRAVO.! I collect bodypainting books
and this is perhaps the best of my distinguished collection. I must say i respect their work..
OUTSTANDING QUALITY! Quality on every page...!.!. Five Stars Gorgeous book , great art !!! This
book explores a range of approaches including bodypainting popular, film, dance, and theatre,
and from marketing to competition. Atlanta divorce attorneys aspect, The Individual Canvas will
wow you on the current apogee of the talent. Five Stars no problems Just brilliant! Is it artwork:
yes. Could it be theater: yes! Is it dance: you bet! Buy the book and look for the live performance
art that's Body Painting. The Human Canvas showcases a robust new art form, ...! In every aspect
Just Brilliant. The book intrigues using its detail, diversity of design, and forms ranging from
actions painting, through technicolour and illusory function, to surrealism, all as body art.
Bodypainting provides surged as an artform over the last decade, which book is a journey
through the images, illusions and paint dreams of the world's foremost body performers. This
book is a feast for just about any art lover, and an motivation for any artist. I highly recommend
this book to anyone interested in body art/painting I highly recommend this reserve to anyone
thinking about body artwork/painting. The photo quality is certainly gorgeous, the biographies of
featured performers are engaging but short enough to keep the focus soundly on the work, and
the range of painting displayed is certainly large enough to maintain your interest throughout.
It's longer than I had anticipated, which really is a large plus, and there's no content that I would
consider "filler" or irrelevant.! Amazing Art Beautiful and fascinating..
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